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AGA Lift Table | AGA-LIFT-TK
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• The Range of the AGA Lift Table
extends from 18.5” to a maximum
of 79” when using the adapters.
Once removed from the car, the 
low deck allows presentation of
the work to a comfortable height

• The AGA Lift Table has a height
adjustable platform measuring
24”x48”. This allows almost any
size engine, transmission, subframe
assembly or similar bulky compo-
nents to fit on the Lift Table using
the supplied fixtures

• Even with the large platform design,
the Lift Table can be stored in an area 
of 57”x29”, conserving valuable shop
space

• Dual hydralic cylinder and wide 
scissor arrangement provides great
stability when lifting a load

• This very stout table weighs 
620lbs

• Handle locks in any of 5 
positions to avoid inter-
ference with chassis and 
efficient movement

 • The dual hydralic cylinders 
allow a weight capacity of 
1,500lbs

• Includes complete 
set of fixtures designed by 
AGA, making the Lift Table 
extremely universal

• With adjustable arms and 
adapters, the AGA Lift Table 
can accommodate subframes, 
engines, transmissions, eletric 
car battery packs, fuel tanks;
the list goes on and on

• Features dual-speed 
pump assembly for 
fast and precise lifting

• Remote lowering 
with hand and foot
controls. This allows
precise positioning 
by the operator when 
the platiform is desc-
ending

• Transmission head adapter is included with each AGA 
Lift Table. The adapter fits most common manufacture’s 
transmisison heads. Note: Transmission head not included

• Table placement
guide with plumb
bob and magnetic
attachment point is
included. This ensures
proper placement 
prior to raising 
platform saving 
valuable time and 
increasing safety

• All adapters are 
securely mounted on
integrated storage 
racks to optimize 
space and avoid 
losing components 
when not in use

• An optional strut support
(swivel bearing fixture) can be
purchased separately. This strut
support is designed to keep struts
in upright position with subframe
removed. 
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Having an issue with the injector hold down thread being 
stripped on the N63/S63 engines? That can be �xed with 
the AGA Injector Hold Down Bracket Repair Kit. Using a 
heat treated stainless steel insert, the thread can now be 
repaired using a guided �xture for the drill and tap for 
accurate angle. Replacement inserts sold separately.
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Injector Hold Down Thread Repair | AGA-IHDBTR-K

Oil Drain Plug Repair Kit | AGA-ODP-12-14-K
Our BMW factory approved Oil Drain Plug Repair Kit is
one of those tools that every tech loves! Having issues
with stripped drain plug when dealing with aluminum 
oil pans, it can be a pain trying to tap or cut thread the 
aluminum oil pan. With our tool, we roll thread instead 
of traditional cut thread. (BMW part # 83 30 2 461 309)

Porsche Engine Support | AGA-POR-996-997-ES
Our Porsche Engine Support is designed to work on
Porsche 996 & 997. Instead of using your traditional high
position jack, using our Porache Engine Support will give
you plenty of room to work under the vehicle and allow
you to raise and lower the vehicle while on the lift. The
purpose of this tool is to suppmort the engine, not lift the
complete engine and transmissionm assembly.
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This kit was designed speci�cally for the BMW N63 and S63 
engines for removal and installation of valve stem seals.
With our tool, you can replace valve stem seals without 
having to remove the engine from vehicle or cylinder heads. 
This is a BMW factory tool (BMW part # 83 30 2 408 268).
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N63 Valve Stem Seal Tool Kit | AGA-N63-VST-K

N63 Cam Timing Kit | AGA-CTK-N63
Our Cam Timing Kit includes a unique chain tensioner, 
which works for both N63 and S63 engines. The tool is de- 
signed to be easier to use and cheaper than the factory tool. 
Also with the chain tensioner, you are able to adjust chain 
tension without needing to remove the throttle bodies.

Direct Fuel Injector Kit | AGA-DFI-SFS-1417
The Direct Fuel Injector Kit with Flex Socket Kit makes
removing fuel injectors, fuel lines and high pressure fuel
rails a breeze. The �exing socket is designed to remove
fuel lines and fuel rail within the compact engine bay.
Tool kit will only work on Siemens style fuel injectors.
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The N63TU Valve Stem Seal Tool Kit is designed to replace 
valve stem seals in both the BMW N63TU and S63TU engines.
Included in this tool kit is our special VVT Spring Compressor,
which allows you to replace lifters, rocker arms, intermediate
levers and shafts without having to remove the engine. This
is a BMW factory tool (BMW part # 83 30 2 450 434).
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N63TU Valve Stem Seal Tool Kit | AGA-N63TU-VST-K

N62 Valve Stem Seal Tool Kit | AGA-N62-VST-K-VK
The N62 Valve Stem Seal Tool Kit is our original tool kit
which was developed by seeing valve stem issues in our
own repair shop. This tool works for BMW N62 and N62TU
engines from 2002 - 2009. Reduces labor time from 
45 hours to 20 hours.

N62 Secondary Air Cleaner | AGA-N62-SEC-AIR-CRH
The N62 Secondary Air Cleaner Kit with Carbon Removal
Hook is made for removing carbon build up in the main
port in the cylinder head. The Carbon Hook cleans out the 
exhaust ports, which are commonly clogged in high 
mileage vehicles. Replacement blade sold separately.
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With the AGA Mercedes-Benz ABC Flush Tool, you can now
�ush out the ABC �uid without having to remove and re-
install the ABC reservoir. This provides a time saving job with
no mess! This tool works for Mercedes-Benz with the new
ABC system.
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Mercedes-Benz ABC Flush Tool | AGA-MB-ABC-FT

Wheel Lock Removal Tool | AGA-WLRT
The Wheel Lock Removal Tool is used to remove the
McGard High Security Wheel Locks with the spinning ring.
Using a convential wheel bolt removal tool will not work
because of the free spinning ring. Removing wheel bolts
is now a breeze and only take minutes! 

MINI Transmission Seal Kit | AGA-MTS-K
Replacing the right side axle seal on N12, N14, N16 and 
N18 automatic transmissions have never been easier! 
Using the tool gets around needing to remove the trans-
mission. This is a MINI factory tool. 
(MINI part # 83 30 2 452 307)
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A broken/worn transmission mount in a manual transmission 996
or 997 will cause a slight vibration when accelerating. Without 
our tool, removing the transmission is required to replace the 
mount. In order for this tool to work with tiptronic transmission, 
our tiptronic adapter (AGA-996-TIP-A) is needed.
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Porsche Transmisson Mount Tool | AGA-POR-996-997-TMT

Universal Tool Tray | AGA-SS-UTT
Keep your tools and parts organzied while under the hood!
The AGA Tool Tray is of heavy duty 18 gauge 304 stainless
steel with formed edges. With adjustable legs, this Universal
Tool Tray is perfect for any scenario! Pair it with our Universal
Light Kit to optimize in better work conditions. 

Universal Light Kit | AGA-ULK-20
Ever made a mistake becuase of poor lit conditions? Wish
there was more light? Our Universal Light Kit is your
answer! Each kit comes with 2 light bars, each light bar
produces 560 lumens and is 6000k pure white color.
Paired with our Universal Tool Tray, this comebo kit is a
must have for all technicians.
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Tired of hex sockets not �tting into tight/con�ned areas to access
a drain plug? Are you having to remove heatshields, crossmember
bars and etc to remove a drain plug? With our  Service Socket Kit, 
you can now get around all of that! With magnetics on both side 
of the socket, the tool will stay attached along with the plug.
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Service Socket Kit | AGA-SS-8-14-K

Crank Case Test Cap | AGA-6061-TC
Replace your plastic oil cap retro �tted to be a test cap
with our aluminum Crank Case Test Cap. Built to work with
smoke machines, IMIBs and handheld Manometers with a
multi-diameter �tting. This part works as BMW part # 
83 30 0 496 326.

Brake Rotor Gauge Tool | AGA-BRG-K
With our Brake Rotor Gauge Tool, you can now accurately
measure rotor runout, hub runout, rotor on hub runout
and rotor thickness variation. This is a BMW factory tool
(BMW part # 83 30 2 457 555).
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The Brake Disc Removal Tool is designed to help remove brake
disk without any blunt force and prevent injuries. Multiple stud
sizes make this tool universal for almost every manufacture.
Removing brake disc have never been easier!
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Brake Disc Removal Tool | AGA-BDR-B

Fuel Fill and Extraction Pump | AGA-FFEP-K
Fuel Pump with UL approval for gasoline and diesel. Allows
fuel �ll and extraction from vehicles. Comes with dipstick 
to measure fuel level in liter and gallon. Also comes with 10 
micron �lter and magnetic cell. Built in vapor capture �lter 
to reduce odors. Large ID antistatic extraction hose and 
hose holder.

Antistatic Fuel Extraction Kit | AGA-AFE-K
Our BMW factory approved Antistatic Fuel Extraction Kit
is developed to remove fuel in a safe and e�cient manner 
through the fuel �ller neck. BMW part # 83 30 2 458 587 
for gasoline and BMW part # 83 30 2 458 588 for diesel. 
Fuel caddy and fuel pump are sold separately.

Fuel Drum Caddy (55G) | AGA-FDC-55G
Fuel Drum Caddy with outrigged caster for increased
stability. All wheels are made of steel for �re safety.
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With the same concept as the N62 Coolant Pipe, our N73
Coolant Pipe is designed to help the N73 V12 owners save 
time and money. With our expanding pipe, you do not 
need to remove so many components to install our Cool-
ant Pipe. Install tool is required to perform this job. Install 
tool is sold separately.

The product that started it all, our N62 Coolant Pipe. Made
of 6061 billet aluminum, the Coolant Pipe installation
process only requires you to remove the intake manifold
and valley pan. Our proprietary product will be sure to save
customers and shop owners time and money! 
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N62 Coolant Pipe | AGA-N62-6061

N73 Coolant Pipe | AGA-N73-6061-T

Sunshade Repair Kit | AGA-6061-SSK
Instead of replacing the complete sunshade unit, our 
repair kit can �x the broken sunshade for a fraction of the 
cost of a new complete sunshade unit. Designed to �t 
most E39s, E60s and E65/E66. Please verify �tment prior to
purchasing our Sunshade Repair Kit.
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Our Bluetooth Accessory Kit allows you to listen to music 
from your device if your BMW does not have the capability
to play music via bluetooth. Our kit is inexpensive, hands 
free and elminates the mess of wires.

E90 chassis and other chassis with the same style AUX-USB
port under the armrest are notorious for breaking and falling
into the armrest. Previous remedies were to replace the
armrest. But why do that when you can use AGA’s AUX-USB
Plug Saver for much cheaper?
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AUX-USB Plug Saver | AGA-A-U-PS

Bluetooth Accessory Kit | AGA-ASC-BT35

Exhaust Rattle Repair Kit | AGA-ER-E92
E90s, E91s and E92s are notorious for having a noisy,
rattling exhaust. Using our Exhaust Rattle Repair Kit,
you do not need to buy a whole new exhaust. Our repair
kit includes everything needed to �x this issue.
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Made of aircraft grade 6061 billet aluminum, the Power Steering 
Reservoir come in a Straight or Angled (AGA-PSR-6061-228-855)
setup. The reservoir features an increased �uid capactity and 
cooling e�ciency to reduce �uid breakdown and leakage. Vent
tube and �lter can be purchased separately.
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Power Steering Reservoir | AGA-PSR-6061-097-164

Backing Plate Screen | AGA-BPS-K
BMW F80, F82 and F87 chassis with 2 or 4 slotted backing
plates allow rocks and other road debris to get in between
backing plate and rotor, causing a loud and obnoxious 
scrapping noise. Instead of replacing the backing plate,
our Backing Plate Screen will further prevent rocks getting
stuck.

Clutch Pivot Pins | AGA-CPP-223-328
The BMW factory pin is made of plastic, which has very 
little heat resistance, which causes premature wear. Our 
Clutch Pivot Pin is made of silicon bronze and come in
Grooved or Solid (AGA-CPP-202-659).

Backing Plate Screen Tool | AGA-BPST
Used in combination with our Backing Plate Screen, the 
tool makes installation of Backing Plate Screens much
easier and quicker.
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Our aluminum Mercedes-Benz Intake Manifold Lever is a 
great �x for the fragile factory plastic. We have engineered
this lever to reduce tension on the throttle �aps while main-
taining full range of motion. Only lever is included, intake
manifold  gaskets are sold separately.
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Mercedes Intake Manifold Lever | AGA-6061-MB-TL

Mercedes Door Lever Repair | AGA-MB-DLK-204
On the Mercedes W204 chassis, we started to see the big
issue of broken door levers, allowing owners not being able
to open the door of the vehicle from the inside. No repla-
cement parts means needing to replace the entire door
panel. Our repair kit allows you to repair the existing lever 
at a fraction of the cost.

Cylinder Head Saver | AGA-ALL-CHS
Sharp edges on the head of the valve spring compressor
can come in contact with the cylinder head surface, caus-
ing damage. Our Cylinder Head Saver provide protection
against contact of cylinder head and valve spring compr-
ession tool. Will �t most sprin compressors.

Mercedes Door Lever Repair V2 | AGA-MB-DLK-204-V2
After releasing our original Mercedes Door Lever Repair, we
noticed that some of these door levers are breaking o�
further than anticipated. Because of that, we came out with
a version 2 kit. This kit includes all the necessary pieces to
repair your door handle.  
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